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Lisa was an Italian noblewoman Lisa was an Italian noblewoman 
and member of the Gherardini family and member of the Gherardini family 

of Florence and Tuscany. Her of Florence and Tuscany. Her 
portrait was painted by Leonardo portrait was painted by Leonardo 

da Vinci, and is considered an da Vinci, and is considered an 
masterpiece of the Italian Renaissance.masterpiece of the Italian Renaissance.  
She was born in Florence and lived She was born in Florence and lived 
a comfortable life in the city with her a comfortable life in the city with her 
family, and spent the summers at a family, and spent the summers at a 

small country house in Chianti.small country house in Chianti.

Lisa 1503 Rosato d´Artista is a Lisa 1503 Rosato d´Artista is a 
fresh rosé wine with a taste of fresh rosé wine with a taste of 

strawberry, raspberry, peach and strawberry, raspberry, peach and 
watermelon. This wine is the perfect watermelon. This wine is the perfect 
choice as an aperitif and combined choice as an aperitif and combined 
with food such as seafood, tacos with food such as seafood, tacos 

and tapas. Best served cold!and tapas. Best served cold!
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